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Abstract
Over the past decade, audiovisual translation has welcomed the swift
shift towards experimental reception studies, and interdisciplinary
approaches which draw on media psychology theories, such as
immersion are becoming the new trend in audiovisual translation.
Nonetheless, studies on amateur subtitling reception are recent and
scarce, notably in dubbing countries like Iran, where both dubbing and
amateur subtitling are co-existing. This paper reports the results of an
experiment examining whether a select group of Iranian viewers may
report different reception and immersion when watching a
professionally subtitled vs. non-professionally subtitled audiovisual
material. To this end, around sixty Iranian viewers attended the
experiment and reported their reception and immersion through a
questionnaire. Overall, the results suggested that amateur subtitling did
not negatively affect the viewers’ immersion in the program. Viewers’
comprehension and some subtitling reception variables (subtitling
reading difficulty, duration, and subtitling overall quality) were
nevertheless challenged by the amateur subtitles since the participants
had a better comprehension and reception when watching the program
with professionally produced subtitles. Other findings indicated that
(constant) exposure to foreign cinematic programs and (un)familiarity
with subtitling had no significant effect on the viewers’ reception and
immersion.
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Introduction
There is a consensus among audiovisual translation (AVT) researchers that translations by nonprofessionals, which are readily available on the Internet, are of poor linguistic and technical
quality (Bogucki, 2009; Diaz Cintas and Muñoz Sánchez, 2006; Khoshsaligheh and Ameri, 2017).
In his recent interview, Jan Pedersen mentioned that fan-made subtitles have substantially low
quality, which may not only “damage the foreign audience’s general view of the subtitling craft”
but also “ruin their opinion of the movie” (Pedersen, 2019, March). Such subjective statements
may sound reasonable yet obviously need to be empirically substantiated since there is little
empirical proof to indicate how audiences react to fan-made products, given that quality may mean
differently for researchers, practitioners and audiences (Baños Piñero and Díaz-Cintas, 2015: 2).
Many scholars have recommended empirical research on the reception of audiences as they can
“have the potential of yielding results of a much-applied nature that the industry can easily factor
into their modus operandi” (Díaz Cintas, 2020: 222).
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The few studies, mainly based in the Spanish and Italian contexts, appear to suggest that
viewers have expressed positive appreciations for subtitles produced by amateurs, when compared
to their professional counterparts (Di Giovanni, 2018; Orrego-Carmona, 2016). This should not,
however, be overlooked that the non-professional subtitling apparatus seemingly varies in each
country. In addition, the way people understand translation and its quality tends to rely on their
background knowledge and their familiarity with and exposure to subtitling. The absence of
incontrovertible evidence reminds us to be skeptical about the erratic and hearsay opinions stated
about amateur subtitling reception. This emphasizes the need for further empirical culture-specific
research to offer more insights into fan and amateur subtitles in various contexts, especially in
dominantly dubbing societies like Iran, where the popularity of subtitling has been growing
exponentially (Khoshsaligheh et al., 2019; Ameri and Ghodrati, 2019; Khoshsaligheh et al., 2020).
Within this background, the current experimental study examines how Iranian viewers with
different levels of familiarity with subtitling and varied exposure to foreign cinematic content
perceive programs subtitled by amateur and professional subtitlers. The research questions
explored in this study are:



Are there any significant differences between Iranian viewers watching professional
subtitling and amateur subtitling in terms of comprehension, reception and immersion?
Does Iranian viewers’ prior experience with subtitling and foreign cinematic programs
have any significant effect on their comprehension, reception and immersion?

Literature review
Subtitling
Briefly, subtitling is a written translation of dialogues as well as any meaningful visual
information, including letters or inserts that could be found within a program, which is
synchronized with images and audio and the output is typically projected at the bottom of screen
for an acceptable amount of time so that viewers could grasp the content (Guillot, 2019; DíazCintas, 2019). Subtitling like dubbing and voice-over has its own rules and particularities. For
example, the number of characters in each subtitle line, otherwise known as line length, is generally
36–40 maximum, which includes spaces and punctuation marks, and the maximum number of
lines allowed is two (Guillot, 2019; Díaz-Cintas, 2019). Subtitles tend to divert viewers’ attention
from actions on screen to themselves (Kruger et al., 2016), and research has it that viewers
automatically look at the subtitles appearing on screen, no matter how well they understand the
spoken content. This is mainly because of the dynamic and noticeable nature of captions (Bisson
et al., 2014; d'ydewalle et al., 1991). Subtitles, therefore, “compete for visual as well as cognitive
attentional resources with the visuals” (Kruger et al., 2016: 174; Kruger et al., 2015) which may
result in a higher cognitive load. The fact is that there is a high interplay between the multiple
information channels, including the auditory and visual channels that present verbal and nonverbal information (Zabalbeascoa, 2008; Gottlieb, 2018) and the translated caption at the bottom
of screen is an added channel here; therefore, the viewer has to process the program and
simultaneously read the translation to grasp the verbal situation being presented to them through
the audio channel, arguably not understandable to them. This processing appears to be complex as
the audience’s cognitive demands may get overwhelmed (Kruger et al., 2018). This is because the
viewer has to combine a wide array of information coming from diverse channels to be able to
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build a consistent mental model that would facilitate the understanding of the given program
(Lång, 2016). Processing an additional source of information—visual and verbal—likely, on paper
at least, increases the level of cognitive load and may impede viewers’ immersion into the program
(Kruger et al., 2017).
Amateur subtitling
The norm-breaking features of amateur subtitling, which are translation and technical errors at
times, have been evidenced by some publications in Iran (e.g. Jalili, 2001; Hassankhani, 2011;
Motamedi, 2011; Khoshsaligheh and Fazeli Haghpanah, 2016; Shahba, 2020) and outside Iran
(Bogucki, 2009; Diaz Cintas and Muñoz Sánchez, 2006; Massidda, 2015; Nornes, 1999). This
should be admitted that the conditions in which amateur subtitles are created are drastically
different from those of professional ones (Massidda, 2015; Orrego-Carmona, 2019) and that here
we are discussing subtitling quality from the perspective of viewers’ appreciation (see Pedersen,
2017). Therefore, we think that faulty subtitles can likely lead to cognitive load increase as
audience have to “overcome the error in order to comprehend and integrate the presented
information” (Doherty and Kruger, 2018: 189), and consequently, this situation ruins their
reception of and immersion in the video. Along the same line, Gerber-Morón et al. (2018: 3)
maintain that the complex processes of understanding subtitles could be hampered by subtitles of
questionable quality. Although amateur subtilling practices differ from country to country,
contemporary practices appear to provide a translation of comparable quality to that of professional
and official subtitles (Dwyer, 2012; Hatcher, 2005). This is because contemporary nonprofessional subtitlers have been accommodating commercial conventions and rules in their
subtitles and they do not experiment with them (Jiménez-Crespo, 2017; Massidda and Casarini,
2017). Despite this, the Iranian case seemingly follows a different path as amateur subtitles do not
adhere to professional norms and standards due to the lack of any professional subtitling traditions
in Iran (Khoshsaligheh et al., 2020; Ameri and Khoshsaligheh, 2019). Although Iranians are now
consuming non-standard subtitles, Ameri and Khoshsaligheh (2022) found that their experiment’s
participants reported a higher degree of satisfaction with amateur subtitles of a single TV show
episode they watched in an experiment with no control group. In other words, only a small group
of them were not satisfied with the subtitles. Similar to these findings, the recent scholarship on
amateur subtitling reception audience has demonstrated a positive appreciation for amateur
subtitles on part of audience (Di Giovanni, 2018; Orrego-Carmona, 2016). Such satisfaction should
be interpreted from expectancy norms theory (Chesterman, 2016 [1997]) as viewers of these
subtitles have developed a differing set of expectancy norms (Orrego-Carmona, 2019). Baños
Piñero and Díaz-Cintas (2015), for example, argue that audiences are restlessly impatient for the
immediate release of their favorite AV programs; therefore, it is not unlikely to see viewers who
sacrifice quality over anything less.
Before moving on, another relevant issue should be discussed here. Given the fact that
subtitling exists in Iran for roughly two decades and that it has been by no means professional,
some viewers may have become accustomed to such faulty and erroneous subtitles and they hardly
ever notice any sort of deviations from commercial guidelines as they have never been exposed to
any professional subtitling to build some habits around it (Khoshsaligheh et al., 2019). It is
assumed that “thresholds of acceptability” (Chaume, 2012) or “tolerance thresholds” (Romero
Fresco, 2019) should be the reasons. As indicted by Ameri and Khoshsaligheh (2022), Iranian
audiences are seemingly more tolerant toward faulty subtitles. Following “suspension of linguistic
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disbelief” (Romero Fresco, 2019), this can be concluded that viewers take no notice of low-quality
subtitles to enjoy the video and lose themselves in video’s fictional world. Thus, they “have already
internalised how to watch it [the subtitled program] without questioning it” (Romero Fresco, 2019:
50). The hypothesis, therefore, is that the viewers tend to turn a blind eye to erroneous subtitles to
make themselves more immersed in the program.
Psychological immersion
A small number of reception studies have benefited from psychological immersion, which
contributed to a better understanding of AVT reception (Kruger et al., 2017; Kruger et al., 2016;
Fryer et al., 2013; Weibel et al., 2010b; Walczak and Fryer, 2017). The reason for including
immersion as a variable in studying audience is that films and TV shows have an immersive nature
(Kruger and Doherty, 2018). There are several aspects related to media and psychological
immersion, deserving separate discussions here. These are transportation, character identification,
presence, perceived realism and ﬂow. A defining element of media enjoyment is “transportation”
which can take individuals—who could be readers, listeners or viewers—“away from their
mundane reality and into a story world” (Green et al., 2004: 311). Transportation is the feeling and
emotion of being transported or immersed in a narrative world or story in such a way that the
individual feels they have been absorbed or lost in a new world, which is the situation and context
the story presents to them, and consequently, transported viewers simply forget their immediate
surrounding world and fail to stay aware of the time (Green and Fitzgerald, 2017; Green, 2008;
Green and Sestir, 2017).
Transportation is closely linked to “character identification” because identifying or affinity
with media characters is boosted or facilitated by being transported and immersed in the media
narrative. In other words, transported individuals feel a high affinity with characters in the media
in question. This, in turn, contributes to a higher degree of enjoyment of the program (Tal-Or and
Cohen, 2010). Closely connected to immersion is “telepresence” (hereafter, presence).
Specifically, this concept means the feeling and sense or the subjective experience of being at a
place or condition (Kim and Biocca, 1997), suggesting that the individual forgets and leaves aside
the immediate environment and is mentally involved in the fictional world of the program (Kruger
et al., 2017; Kruger et al., 2016). Often related to both immersion and presence is “perceived
realism”. By definition, realism points to the perceptual experience of the imaginary environment
created by the media as real or plausible; put simply, the individual perceives that whatever
happening in the program can also take place in the present real world (Lee, 2004). Likewise, Hall
(2017) and Cho and Friley (2015) define it as how individuals perceive and judge the constructed
narrative world as a portrayal of real life. Given the complexity and multidimensionality of the
realism concept, Hall (2017) introduces factuality, plausibility, typicality, narrative consistency,
and visual persuasiveness. “Perceive plausibility” refers to what extent the event portrayed in the
program is likely to happen in the present world. When a narrative event, deemed plausible yet
hardly typical, extends far beyond individuals’ daily experiences but may have occurred at some
point to the individual, it is called “perceived typicality”. “Perceived factuality” is to what extent
a narrative is capable of presenting and portraying a particular event and character in reality. When
the narrative event does not contain any contradictions, and its components and content are
coherently consistent, we are talking about “perceived narrative consistency”. “Perceived
perceptual quality” refers to what degree the auditory and visual components of the media narrative
element convincingly and compellingly reflect the real world (Cho et al., 2014).
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Cognitive load theory
The very fundamental principle of cognitive load theory rests on this concern that the mental
processes involved in learning are limited by our working memory, that has a limited capacity, and
is incapable of processing a large amount of information at a certain time. Cognitive overload,
therefore, is likely to happen when the amount of information presented at a time far exceeds the
working memory capacity, and consequently, learning the task is challenged (Sweller et al., 2019;
Paas et al., 2016). The application of this theory to AVT has been prevalent because of the interest
in understanding cognitive demands, if any, placed on viewers, especially those watching subtitled
programs. According to Kruger et al. (2016), the addition of subtitles to a program results in an
increase in the extraneous load, and as a result, the capacity remained for the germane load to
process the receiving information becomes low. This process may get more complicated when the
subtitles suffer from low quality as the viewing process is obstructed. Nonetheless, people watch
subtitled multimedia programs because subtitles permit the possibility of experiencing immersion
in a new world. This pleasing experience of immersion and engagement is probably enhanced by
the multimedia nature of films and TV shows when the sound and image go hand in hand to create
meaningful content. This interconnectedness between immersion and cognitive effort is
straightforward, the less cognitive load or effort is increased, the more the viewer is immersed in
the multimedia program, and consequently, the more enjoyment (Doherty and Kruger, 2018;
Kruger and Kruger, 2017).
Methods
Purpose and design
Given the immersive nature of audiovisual programs, this article tries to understand how the
subtitles made by professionals and amateurs could affect the way viewers experience immersion
in an audiovisual program. Because the quality of amateur subtitling is assumed low, when
compared with the professional subtitles, it is hypothesized that individuals probably report a low
immersion and their understanding of the video content is hampered. As for the design, the paper
follows an experimental design wherein the researchers attempt to understand the related causes
and effects of associations. Such studies are conducted in a controlled environment and are made
up of control and treatment groups (Saldanha and O’Brien, 2013). The present experiment uses a
between-subjects design as different participants attended the control and treatment groups.
Participants
Sixty-nine university students from three undergraduate programs at a university in Iran agreed to
join the experiment. At the time of the experiment, the participants were first-year students and
Persian native speakers with no knowledge of German (the language of the stimuli). The
participants were randomly assigned to two groups of amateur subtitling and professional
subtitling (n1 = 34 and n2 = 35). Two participants from group one and one participant from group
two could not attend the viewing sessions. In addition, the data for two participants from the
amateur group and one from the other group were discarded, as they were incomplete. Finally,
there were 30 participants in the first group and 33 in the other group (42 females, 21 males), and
they aged between 18 to 22 (M = 19.09, SD = 0.99). These figures are pretty in line with the
guidelines of doing experimental studies in AVT, requiring ideally 30 participants for each group
(Orero et al., 2018: 110-111).
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Table 1. AVT habits of the respondents
Scale Options

Frequency/Subtitling

Frequency/Dubbing

Always

21

5

Usually

22

17

Sometimes

11

15

Barely

7

16

Never

2

10

Total

63

As far as the AVT habit of the participants was concerned, they were mainly users of
subtitling, and the descriptive information of their AVT habits can be seen in Table 1. As can be
seen, 68.3% of participants watch subtitled programs from usually to always, and 34.9% reported
the same for dubbed programs. They were also asked how many hours they weekly watch foreign
programs, which is reported in Table 2. More than half of the participants watch foreign programs
for more than one hour per week.

Table 2. Foreign program watching habits of the respondents
Scale Options

Frequency

Less than 1

23

2 up to 4

21

5 up to 6

13

7 up to 8

2

9 up to 11

1

More than 11

3

Total

63

Stimuli
The video for the experiment included the first episode of the first season of the American sitcom
TV show Young Sheldon which tells adventures of a 9-year-old genius, Sheldon Copper. It is a
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twenty-minute episode and none of the participants had watched it before. Although the main
language of the show is English, its German dubbing was deliberately chosen and shown to the
participants—unknown to them—so that they would only rely on the subtitles to understand the
program. Two sets of subtitles were used in this experiment. The amateur subtitles of the TV show
were downloaded from https://subscene.com, which is the major website for amateur subtitling in
Iran, and no manipulation was applied to them. Given the lack of any professional Persian
subtitling for the TV shows, the subtitles were created and crafted by the researchers. The subtitles
were created in Subtitle Edit (v. 3.5.9.) and they comply with subtitling standards and guidelines
(Pedersen, 2017; Netflix, 2018). Each subtitle line contained no more than 40 characters and the
maximum reading speed was 15 characters per second. Also, long subtitles were carefully
segmented and the translations were according to the Persian language norms. The subtitles were
proofread by two AVT collogues to ensure that they meet the standards. The key features of both
sets of subtitles can be seen in Table 3, analyzed by Subtitle Edit (v. 3.5.9.) and Black Box (v. 1.0).
Table 3. Overall information of the professional and amateur subtitles
Features
Amateur

Professional

Number of subtitles

442

334

Total words in subtitles

2,430

1,900

Number of one-line subtitles

333

201

Number of two-line subtitles

107

133

Number of subtitles with more than two lines of 2
subtitles

0

Number of fast subtitles (exceeded 15 CPS)

0

130

Number of long subtitles (exceeded 40 characters 35
per line)

0

Total characters per second

13.01

12.34

Total duration of subtitles

00:14:34

00:12:23

Instruments
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The instrument is made up of seven sections, namely, demographic information (five items),
immersive tendency (nine items), comprehension (11 items), subtitling (seven items), immersion
(22 items), perceived realism (21 items), and enjoyment (one item). The instrument, except for the
subtitling and comprehension items, was inspired by Kruger et al. (2016). The details are as
follows:







demographic information
o age and gender (two items)
o dubbing and subtitling habits (three items)
immersive tendency adapted from Weibel et al. (2010b)
o absorption (four items)
o emotional involvement (five items)
comprehension (11 items)
immersion
o transportation (ten items) adapted from Green and Brock (2013)
o character identification (four items) adapted from Tal-Or and Cohen (2010)
o presence (eight items) adapted from Kim and Biocca (1997)
perceived realism adapted from Cho et al. (2014)
o plausibility (five items)
o typicality (three items)
o factuality (three items)
o narrative consistency (five items)
o perceptual quality (five items)
o enjoyment (one item)

Immersive tendency, immersion and perceived reality scales were translated into Persian
given that they were developed for individuals who are familiar with English. The importance of
a proper translation for an original scale lies in the fact that the translated version should be
semantically close and similar to the original version, follow and respect the target language
norms, and the format of the questions and the measurement properties should remain unchanged
(Harkness et al., 2010). To translate the questionnaires mentioned above, the researchers followed
the “Translation, Review, Adjudication, Pretesting, and Documentation” model (Harkness, 2003).
To begin with, two skilled translators with Persian as their mother tongue were invited. The
translators had an MA in translation, and have been translating texts for several years. The
translators were, to some extent, familiar with the field of AVT since their master’s theses were
written in this area. They were briefed to deliver a high-quality translation, which is semantically
close to the original, but respects the Persian language norms and conventions. They were also
paid for their translations. After the translators submitted their translations, an online meeting,
using Skype, was run by the authors. The meeting included the translators and one evaluator who
was a doctoral candidate of translation studies and was well-familiar with the area of reception and
AVT. The one-hour online meeting resulted in resolving the discrepancies in translations and
choosing the best translation for each item. To pilot the fine-tuned version of the questionnaire and
flag difficulties and ambiguities in understanding items, focus group interviews and face-to-face
interviews were carried out. The last version of the questionnaire was fine-tuned to incorporate the
comments collected from the preceding stage. The overall reliability of the whole questionnaire
was very good with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.89. The reliability of immersive tendency, subtitling
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reception, transportation, character identification, presence, and perceived realism was 0.68, 0.83,
0.70, 0.81, 0.89, and 0.87, respectively.
Data collection and analysis
The participants were randomly assigned to two groups; one watched the video with amateur
subtitles and the other with professional subtitles. A brief description of the research general
ground rules and guidelines was presented to the participants. They were, however, not told about
the exact objective of the experiment, the AVT mode, language and genre of the video and they
were asked not to work with their mobile phones and not to talk during the viewing session. Once
the participants watched the TV show, they completed the post-questionnaires. The questionnaire
data were analyzed in SPSS (v. 22) and descriptive and inferential statistics were used to report
the findings.

Results
Data screening and comparability of the groups
Data screening and clearing were performed to make the data prepared for the analysis. After
flagging the outliers in the dataset using box plots and z-scores, three cases were accordingly
excluded. The final sample, therefore, contains 60 participants (amateur n = 29; professional n =
31). Comparability in experimental studies indicates that participants of each group are virtually
equal in every aspect (Saint-Mont, 2015). Although the present literature admits that the audiences
of films and TV shows are not generally a homogenous group (Fox, 2016: 14), it was of paramount
importance to create comparable groups when it comes to measuring immersion so as to avoid the
unwanted effect of any moderator variable. This is because individuals may display different
engagement levels with the multimedia content due to the subjectivity of immersion and
individuals’ personality differences (Weibel et al., 2010a). The immersion tendency test (Weibel
et al., 2010b) was administered prior to the experiment and the result of an independent samples
t-test showed that the participants in the amateur and professional groups were not significantly
different in their engagement tendency: absorption (M = 4.23 & M = 3.91, p>.05, respectively) and
emotional involvement (M = 3.77 & M = 4.17, p>.05, respectively).
Reception across the groups of amateur and professional subtitling
To answer the first research question, the descriptive statistics for the dependent variables between
the two groups of amateur and professional subtitling are offered in Table 4. The respondents’
responses range on a seven-point scale for eleven dependent variables. As can be seen, there seem
to be some differences between the two groups. Nonetheless, the difference must be significantly
meaningful. To find the results of manipulation checks, an independent-samples t-test was used.
This is reminded that higher means here indicate larger and positive reception, and consequently,
better immersion.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the groups
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Subtitling Type

N

M

SD

Amateur

29

5.67

.90

Professional

31

6.14

.68

Amateur

29

4.30

.73

Professional

31

4.28

.74

Character identification
with Sheldon

Amateur

29

3.67

1.43

Professional

31

3.74

1.42

Presence

Amateur

29

4.55

1.27

Professional

31

3.84

1.48

Amateur

29

5.31

1.12

Professional

31

4.97

1.08

Amateur

29

2.95

1.34

Professional

31

2.80

1.38

Amateur

29

4.22

1.61

Professional

31

4.38

1.65

Amateur

29

5.37

.98

Professional

31

5.07

.98

Amateur

29

4.83

1.06

Professional

31

4.80

1.42

Amateur

29

6.31

1.07

Professional

31

6.32

.83

Amateur

29

7.93

1.51

Professional

31

8.67

1.16

Subtitling reception

Transportation

Plausibility

Typicality

Factuality

Narrative consistency

Perceptual Quality

Enjoyment

Comprehension

The independent samples t-test was conducted to compare amateur and professional groups
in terms of the dependent variables. As seen in Table 5, no statistically significant difference
between those who watched the TV show with amateur subtitles and those who watched it with
professional ones can be observed. A significant difference was, however, found between the
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amateur subtitling group and professional subtitling group in terms of only subtitling reception and
comprehension. This suggests the individuals who attended the professional subtitling group
reported a higher subtitling reception (M = 8.67 & M = 7.93, p<.05) and comprehension (M = 6.14
& M = 5.67, p<.05), when compared to those in the amateur subtitling group. However, the effect
size was moderate for both variables (Cohen’s d = .58 & = .55) (Cohen et al., 2018).
Table 5. Independent samples t-test
t-test for Equality of Means
t
df
Sig

Subtitling Reception

Transportation

Character Identification
with Sheldon
Presence

Plausibility

Typicality

Factuality

Narrative Consistency

Perceptual Quality

Enjoyment

Comprehension

Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
Equal variances not
assumed
Equal variances assumed
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-2.263
-2.242

58
52.193

.03
.03

.137
.137

58
57.796

.89
.89

-.188
-.188

58
57.715

.85
.85

1.980
1.990

58
57.597

.05
.05

1.200
1.199

58
57.376

.24
.24

.418
.418

58
57.913

.68
.68

-.372
-.372

58
57.904

.71
.71

1.183
1.183

58
57.734

.24
.24

.086
.087

58
55.399

.93
.93

-.050
-.049

58
52.791

.96
.96

-2.151

58

.04

Equal variances not
assumed

-2.133

52.649

.04

To have a more accurate and detailed analysis of the subtitling reception, which turned out
to be significantly different across the groups, an item-by-item analysis was run on this variable
using an Independent samples t-test. This variable contains seven sub-variables addressing
cognitive effort, frustration, enjoyment and so forth. The analysis revealed a significant difference
between the two groups in terms of subtitling reading difficulty, subtitling duration, and the overall
quality of subtitles, and the other variables did not reach a significant level. More specifically,
those who watched the TV shows with professional subtitles found that the duration (i.e., reading
speed) of the subtitles enough, as opposed to those who watched it with amateur subtitles (M =
6.52 & M = 5.21, p<.05, respectively). In addition, the individuals who attended the amateur
subtitling group reported that the subtitles were difficult to read and follow, while those attending
the professional subtitling group had a differing opinion (M = 6.03 & M = 6.61, p<.05,
respectively). The overall quality of subtitles was also rated higher by those in the professional
subtitling group (professional: M = 6.06 & amateur: M = 5.44, p<.05). The effect size also suggests
medium (d = .60), strong (d = 1.02) and medium (d = .53) effects for subtitling reading difficulty,
duration, and subtitling overall quality, respectively.
Reception across viewers’ audiovisual habits
The second research question of the article was to examine the effects of participants’ subtitling
habits as well as their constant exposure to foreign programs (see Tables 1 and 2). It was decided
to create three categories for the frequency variable by combining the categories that contained a
small number of participants. The analysis was therefore performed on three categories. Those
who watched less than one hour per week are called the uncommitted group (n = 22) and those
who watched more than five hours are called the enthusiast group (n = 19). There is also another
group, placed between these two and is called the average group (n = 19). When it comes to
subtitling habits, the categories were mixed to form two groups; those who are more interested in
watching foreign programs with Persian subtitles (n = 42) and those who are not (n = 18). The first
group is called enthusiast subtitling users and the other one is named uncommitted subtitling users.
A two-way ANOVA (subtitling habit X subtitling group types) was conducted to measure
differences across groups in the dependent variables. There were not any statistically significant
interactions between the effects of subtitling habits and subtitling group types on subtitling
reception (F (1, 56) = .069, p = .79), comprehension (F (1, 56) = 2.381, p = .13), transportation (F
(1, 56) =.032, p = .86), character identification (F (1, 56) =.130, p = .72), presence (F (1, 56)
=2.169, p = .15), plausibility (F (1, 56) =.781, p = .38), typicality (F (1, 56) =.183, p = .67),
factuality (F (1, 56) =.038, p = .85), narrative consistency (F (1, 56) =.262, p = .61), perceptual
quality (F (1, 56) =.484, p = .49) and enjoyment (F (1, 56) =.810, p = .37). Besides this, there were
no significant interactions between the effects of constant exposure to foreign cinematic programs
and subtitling group types on subtitling reception (F (2, 54) = 1.849, p = .17), comprehension (F
(2, 54) =.076, p = .93), character identification (F (2, 54) =.751, p = .48), presence (F (2, 54)
=3.225, p = .05), plausibility (F (2, 54) =.743, p = .48), factuality (F (2, 54) =3.025, p = .06),
narrative consistency (F (2, 54) =1.238, p = .30), perceptual quality (F (2, 54) =3.180, p = .05) and
enjoyment (F (2, 54) =.228, p = .78). Notwithstanding this, an ANOVA on transportation (F (2,
54) =4.324, p = .02) and typicality (F (2, 54) =3.948, p = .03) yielded significant interactions
between the effects of constant exposure to foreign cinematic programs and subtitling group types.
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Overall, the viewers had a similar reception of and immersion in the subtitled programs, regardless
of their (constant) exposure to foreign cinematic programs and (un)familiarity with subtitling.
Discussions and conclusion
This experiment aimed to contribute to the strand of amateur subtitling reception research. As for
the research question, which addressed if different forms of subtitles affect viewers’ reception of,
immersion in and comprehension of the programs, the results showed that those who watched the
program with professional subtitles did not show any significant higher immersion in the TV show
when compared with those who watched the program with amateur subtitles. Further analyses,
however, revealed that the viewers in the professional subtitling group reported a significantly
higher subtitling reception and comprehension scores. Indeed, a close analysis of the subtitling
reception variable suggested that the viewers of the professional subtitles found the duration (i.e.,
reading speed) of the subtitling adequate, and it was easy for them to follow the subtitles, and they
were generally satisfied with overall quality. The overall results, to a large extent, corroborated the
findings of the previous studies indicating that amateur subtitling was not associated with a
negative reception on the part of viewers (Di Giovanni, 2018; Orrego-Carmona, 2016). The lack
of significant differences observed in terms of many of the variables in the study could be justified
on several grounds. First, the results came to emphasize that the lack of any experience with
professional subtitling has not created a bassline for Iranian viewers for a possible comparison
(Khoshsaligheh et al., 2019). The other reason could be ascribed to the assumption that the Iranian
viewers have accepted and come to terms with amateur subtitling features in the absence of any
professional subtitling over time. According to Perego et al. (2016: 270), users may have already
“adapted to the cognitive demands of subtitles” and in the case of Iranian situation, subtitles are
far from perfect. The third relevant factor is the quality of professional and amateur subtitles.
Despite the claims by Jiménez-Crespo (2017) and Orrego-Carmona (2019) that the present
translations made fansubbers aim at achieving professional and commercial subtitling
conventions, Persian subtitles barely respect the technical aspects, such as temporal and spatial
constraints (Ameri and Khoshsaligheh, 2019; Khoshsaligheh et al., 2020). Therefore, translations
made by Iranian amateurs are barely perfect and comparable with commercial subtitles; however,
the participants enjoyed both amateur and professional subtitles alike. This leads us to believe that
users probably conceive quality from another perspective, at least different from what is
understood in the industry and academia (Baños Piñero and Díaz-Cintas, 2015; Orrego-Carmona,
2019). The last reason, as discussed in the literature review, can be ascribed to “thresholds of
acceptability” (Chaume, 2012) or “tolerance thresholds” (Romero Fresco, 2019). Iranian viewers
have the tendency to ignore incorrect subtitles to immerse themselves in the program and enjoy it.
Some exceptions should be discussed too. The participants in the amateur group had
problems with the duration of the subtitles, as the reading speed of some subtitles far exceeded the
recommended figure. For Pedersen (2019), when the subtitling reading speed is much higher than
expected, subtitles become quite unreadable since the viewer needs adequate time for “cognitive
processing of the information [within the subtitle] to understand it” (Tamayo, 2016: 276). Despite
all these, a recent study revealed that individuals are capable of keeping up with the subtitles with
higher reading speed even though they spend less time watching on-screen actions (Szarkowska
and Gerber-Morón, 2018). This should not be overlooked that the participants of our study were
from a dubbing country and they had grown up accustomed to dubbing—although they may now
be subtitling users—therefore their unfamiliarity with professional subtitling may cause them to
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become slower readers. Thus, “the more you watch subtitled products, the more proficient you
become” (Massidda, 2015: 54).
Amateur subtitling, however, resulted in comprehension losses, while professional
subtitling boosted the comprehension. Poor comprehension scores in the amateur subtitling group
can be well ascribed to the linguistic inaccuracies and higher reading speeds in Persian nonprofessional subtitling (Khoshsaligheh et al., 2020). This finding is in sharp contrast with the
findings of Künzli and Ehrensberger-Dow (2011) and Orrego-Carmona (2016) who reported no
significant comprehension loss.
The other results suggested that individuals’ level of exposure to foreign cinematic
programs and subtitling did not affect their reception. This is not in line with the findings of
Szarkowska and Gerber-Morón (2018) who found that those who are more exposed to subtitles
might show less cognitive efforts and frustrations. There is one possible explanation; the
participants of Szarkowska and Gerber-Morón (2018) were from three different countries with
diverse AVT traditions, whereas our participants were Iranians with different degrees of
experiences with subtitles and foreign cinematic programs. In addition, Orrego-Carmona (2015)
showed that individuals with a varying degree of familiarity with subtitling presented significantly
different reception, especially in terms of comprehension, fixation, and reading effort. To sum up,
the findings suggest that audience’s immersion and engagement into the program were not
significantly affected by amateur subtitles as the reception of the viewers remained the same across
the two groups, except for subtitling reception and comprehension.
Despite in need for further studies with different samples, diverse stimuli and varying
language pairs, this article has offered some fruitful insights, yet, with the consideration of some
limitations, which could contribute to the existing research on amateur subtitling. The use of selfreport questionnaires, as “offline measures” leaves room for “online measures” such as eye
trackers and electroencephalograms (see Kruger and Doherty, 2018). In view of the relationship
between subtitling reception and age (Perego et al., 2015), interested researchers could examine
how amateur subtitling is differently received by the young and the elderly. The language of the
stimuli used in this study was German dubbing due to methodological considerations. To
maximize the credibility of findings, future reception studies are recommended to incorporate a
stimulus with original language and the language competency of the participants could be assessed
prior to the experiment to understand how people with varying levels of English react to the
subtitled programs (see Orrego-Carmona, 2015). More importantly, the present study analyzed
amateur subtitling reception from a broad perspective. It is known that Persian amateur subtitling
encompasses some specific features, as discussed in Ameri and Khoshsaligheh (2019). These
specific features, say higher reading speed, poor segmentation, literal translation, and frequent
commentaries, could be examined as a separate variable. Previous research, for instance, has
examined poor segmentation and its reception (Gerber-Morón et al., 2018; Perego et al., 2010).
The TV show used for this study was dialogue-based but not fast-paced. Given the possible effect
of the subtitles of fast-paced dialogues on users’ comprehension (Szarkowska and Bogucka, 2019),
future research is suggested to replicate this research with a sample of fast-paced content. Nonprofessional and amateur subtitling has registered splendid research achievements over its lifetime;
it is hoped this study has advanced our current knowledge of this phenomenon.
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